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Dear Friends,
I hope that one day soon every letter, discussion, or correspondence won’t include the
words “COVID-19.” However, this has been our reality for more than two years. As an
essential service, we continued to see children throughout 2020 and 2021, without
closing the doors. We were fortunate, as a medically based Child Advocacy Center
(CAC), to have the infrastructure (PPE, cleaning supplies, system policies) to support
our staff and team members, while keeping our patients safe.
It was by no means easy. In the early days, we were nervous about possible
transmission, and the CAC staff cleaned and re-cleaned every surface. We carefully
screened families and team members and had to be firm in rescheduling anyone
who showed symptoms for COVID- 19 or had been exposed. This was a difficult but
necessary step to keep everyone safe.
The staff stepped up, even with safety concerns and life stressors of their own. They
came to work every day and continued to serve children and families referred to
the CAC.
We don’t yet know the full impact of COVID-19 on child abuse. When schools were
not in session, children did not have access to the safety net that teachers provide by
“laying eyes” on a child almost daily. Loss of jobs, concern over housing, and illness
placed additional stress on families. Anecdotally, we saw an increase in the severity
of abuse and neglect which reinforced the importance of remaining open to serve
children during this difficult time.
Even with the challenges of working through a pandemic, the CAC has many exciting
accomplishments to share with our friends and team members. In 2021, the CAC
achieved re-accreditation through the National Children’s Alliance. We changed our
name from Children’s Resource Center to Child Advocacy Center of Central PA to
identify our purpose more clearly.
We are planning to open a satellite office in Carlisle this year to meet the needs of
Cumberland County children and families. The CAC also expanded mental health
services to include several therapeutic modalities not offered by other providers.
The forensic interviewers received training to better serve children who are trafficked.
You will read more about our new initiatives as each team shares their progress in
the Spot Light section of this report.
We appreciate the continued support of our community, our team members, and UPMC.
Thank you,
Lynn Carson
Director of Operations
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York

1280
1019
1210

Total number of children served

1280

families were provided with advocacy services

children were given a medical examination

1151

forensic interviews were conducted

children met with a mental health coordinator during their appointment

1100

children were referred for counseling
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Team Spotlight:

Forensic Interview
My why:
I want the kiddos to have a safe and child
friendly place to come talk. I come into
work knowing that we are going to do our
absolute best to not only provide a service to
our community but also to provide the most
trauma informed services to the kiddos and
their families. — Megan B.
To create a safe space for kids to feel
comfortable talking about anything.
— Cara Daly

As the field of forensic interviewing
grows, more research regarding
best practices becomes available.
Continuing education is vital to
ensure interviewers remain up to
date on current trends in the field.
In 2021, interviewers attended training
hosted by the National Child Justice
Training Center, which focused on
introducing externally verifiable
information in an interview. Having
the skill set and knowledge to utilize
external information during a forensic
interview is considered best practice,
as it can decrease trauma and allow
the child to provide a more detailed
narrative about their experiences.

I like being a forensic interviewer because it
allows me to help children feel respected and
understood. My goal is to empower families
and provide them with hope during a difficult
situation. — Megan L.
I choose to continue working at the CAC
because as an interviewer, I provide a safe,
non-judgmental environment for children
to talk about their experiences. — Violet
We listen, provide care, and
connect. In doing this, my
greatest desire is that we are
planting seeds of hope and
resiliency so kids and families
Shannon
can have healing beyond their
traumatic experiences. After 15 years, I keep
coming back because there is still so much
work to be done and I am committed to “Do as
much as I can, for as many as I can, for as long
as I can.” — Shannon

We would like to welcome our newest interviewer,
Amber. She completed forensic interview training
and began interviewing in March 2022.
As interviewers, we strive to make every child feel
respected and heard. We truly enjoy providing
a safe, neutral environment for children to share
their experiences.
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Pictured L to R: Megan, Cara, Megan B., Violet

With the stressors of COVID, we’ve
focused a lot of our efforts on building
resiliency with our CAC staff as
well as our multi-disciplinary team
members. In 2021, we developed
a resiliency plan and blueprint to help
support staff and prevent burnout.

Team Spotlight:
Mental Health

This has been a busy year for the mental health team. We now have six full-time
behavioral health therapists. Two provide therapy full-time and four provide
screening, advocacy, case management, and support during the forensic interview
and medical examination.
We are excited to share in 2021, the mental health
team received training in Child and Family Traumatic
Stress Intervention (CFTSI), a great short-term
intervention that prevent kids from developing Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD). Our center is the
only one in the area that provides CFTSI.
Our two full-time therapists also offer evidencebased trauma interventions such as trauma-focused
cognitive behavioral therapy, an intervention
specifically designed for children who experience
abuse. We are expanding our services to include
Alternative Focused Cognitive Behavioral Therapy
(AF-CBT), which focuses on supporting families
in which there is physical abuse. We also offer
Eye Movement Desensitization Reprocessing
Therapy (EMDR),
Welcome
a groundbreaking
to our newest
intervention that
mental health
helps the brain
coordinator
re-program how
Rhianna
it remembers and
processes trauma.

“Our Why”
“To help restore hope and joy for children and
families how have been exposed to child abuse
and trauma.” — Drew K.
“My ‘why’ is to serve as a reminder that healing
is always an option.”— Darby
“It is my hope that by providing genuine care
and support during their time with us, a child
may feel empowered and start their journey
toward healing.” — Dustin

Pictured L to R: Dustin, Misty, Darby, Brittany, Drew
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Team Spotlight:
Medical

The CAC is fortunate to have a very strong medical team skilled in the diagnosis and
treatment of children who have experienced abuse. We are proud of the 84% of
children who came to the CAC in 2021, where they received medical care from one
of our child abuse pediatricians or nurse practitioners.
The team is led by
Dr. Lori Frasier, our
medical director
and Dr. Marita Lind
(not pictured), both
Pictured L to R: Mary, Jen
of whom have a
sub-specialty in child
abuse pediatrics. Jennifer and Mary are our two
nurse practitioners. Dr. Sara Sotelo, a child abuse
pediatric fellow, rounds out the team.

Jerryce

Deb

Our LPN and Medical
Assistant provide
support to our medical
providers and keep
the front office
running efficiently.

Team Spotlight:
Finance

We undertook a huge
project in 2021 by moving
the CAC from a hospitalbased department to an
Wanda
outpatient office. This
required the support of
the EPIC team (our electronic patient
medical record). We also had to move
the department’s finances to a new
“Business Unit” and corporation.
This move offers us the ability to bill
for mental health services to help
sustain our center and allows us to
expand mental health services.

Intake

Pictured L to R: Cara, Rachel

Our intake team
processed over
1400 intakes in 2021.
Their job requires
many skills including
talking with family
members who may
be upset.
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Community Support
Run for Max
René Ryan, a competitive
runner and fitness trainer,
held a fundraiser for the CAC
on February 14, 2021. Her
run consisted of multiple laps
around Annville, for a total of
37.3 miles or 60 kilometers.
Her motivation was to honor
the life of a child from Annville
who succumbed to severe
neglect. The “For the love of
Max” run raised over $6,000
which was used to provide
upgrades to the Lebanon
Satellite office. Rene also
collected over 500 stuffed
animals during the event.
All we can say is, “Wow!”

On September 19, Annville
resident Erika Epler
hosted a community event
to bring families together
in a united stand against
child abuse. The event
included games, face
painting, and raised money
to support the Lebanon
CAC satellite office. Erika’s
efforts raised over $1900.

The Joseph Allegrini golf
tournament was cancelled
in 2020 due to COVID,
but the golfers were out in
force for the July 2021 event.
This annual event honors
the memory of Joe Allegrini,
a Lower Paxton detective
who passed away in 2009.
He was a strong supporter
of the CAC, and his family
continues to honor his
legacy through the annual
tournament. Since 2009,
the tournament has raised
over $350,000 to support
the CAC.

We could not continue our work
without these amazing donors.
Donations always are appreciated.
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Looking ahead
in 2022:

We look forward to an amazing 2022 as we
open our Carlisle office at 49 Brookwood Ave.
One of our focus areas in 2022 is to identify
strategies to help families with generational
trauma heal from their experiences. Many of
our families have suffered their own abuse in
childhood and we want to focus our efforts on
breaking the cycle.
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A $24 billion health care provider and insurer, Pittsburgh-based UPMC is inventing new models of patient-centered, cost-effective, accountable care. The largest nongovernmental employer in Pennsylvania,
UPMC integrates 92,000 employees, 40 hospitals, 800 doctors’ offices and outpatient sites, and a 4.1 million-member Insurance Services Division, the largest medical insurer in western Pennsylvania. In
the most recent fiscal year, UPMC contributed $1.7 billion in benefits to its communities, including more care to the region’s most vulnerable citizens than any other health care institution, and paid more
than $900 million in federal, state, and local taxes. Working in close collaboration with the University of Pittsburgh Schools of the Health Sciences, UPMC shares its clinical, managerial, and technological
skills worldwide through its innovation and commercialization arm, UPMC Enterprises, and through UPMC International. U.S. News consistently ranks UPMC Presbyterian Shadyside among the nation’s best
hospitals in many specialties and ranks UPMC Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh on its Honor Roll of America’s Best Children’s Hospitals. For more information, go to UPMC.com.
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